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Chapter 2 
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Figure 1. Project approach
 
 










1 The study area for this project consisted of the following lands in the McKenzie River 
Watershed: lands upriver from the Hayden Bridge intake that are outside of the Eugene-
Springfield Metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and are not zoned F-1 (Non-
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brief narrative of the land use decisions and development on the parcel, as 
well as the water quality implications of the code application.  
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Map 2-1. Location of parcels included in the analysis 
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Chapter 3 
Historical Development Activity 


















Table 3-1. McKenzie Basin study area summary, 2009 
 
Source: LCOG tax lot and address data; analysis by CPW. 





Lower McKenzie Camp Creek 860 2,069 11,267 13.1
Walterville 1,137 666 7,985 7.0
Leaburg 500 973 2,145 4.3
Total 2,497 430 21,396 24.4
Middle McKenzie Vida 598 901 3,367 5.6
Marten Creek 205 551 1,633 8.0
Nimrod 211 164 560 2.7
Total 1,014 186 5,560 16.3
Upper McKenzie Blue River 312 944 1,265 4.1
Rainbow 398 278 2,085 5.2
Mckenzie Bridge 336 312 1,509 4.5
Total 1,046 354 4,859 13.8
Grand Total 4,557 3,914 31,816 7.0











Figure 3-1. Land use in acres, McKenzie Basin study area, 2009 
 







































Table 3-2. Zoning McKenzie Basin study area, 2009  
 














F2 Forest Land Impacted Forest Lands  F‐2, RCP 495 10.9% 12,921 40.6% 26.1
E30 EXCLUSIVE FARM USE 30 ACRE MIN 290 6.4% 6,494 20.4% 22.4
RR5 RURAL RESIDENTIAL 5 ACRE MIN 1,756 38.5% 4,808 15.1% 2.7
E60 EXCLUSIVE FARM USE 60 ACRE MIN 41 0.9% 1,796 5.6% 43.8
RR2 RURAL RESIDENTIAL 2 ACRE MIN 1,225 26.9% 1,686 5.3% 1.4
Other HI, LD, LM, PL, RR5‐NRE 58 1.3% 927 2.9% 1.4
E40 EXCLUSIVE FARM USE 40 ACRE MIN 25 0.5% 569 1.8% 22.7
RR10 RURAL RESIDENTIAL 10 ACRE MIN 101 2.2% 527 1.7% 5.2
ML Marginal  Land Marginal  Lands  ML‐RCP 28 0.6% 426 1.3% 15.2
PR Park and Recreation Park and Recreation PR‐RCP 58 1.3% 406 1.3% 7.0
RPR Rural  Park and Recreation Rural  Park and Recreation RPR, RCP 5 0.1% 337 1.1% 67.4
RC Rural  Commercial  Rural  Commercial  RC, RCP 165 3.6% 219 0.7% 1.3
RR1 RURAL RESIDENTIAL 1 ACRE MIN 265 5.8% 188 0.6% 0.7
SG Natural  Resource Sand, Gravel  and Rock Products  SG‐RCP 12 0.3% 184 0.6% 15.3
RPF Rural  Public Facil ity Rural  Public Facil ity RPF, RCP 28 0.6% 129 0.4% 4.6
QM Natural  Resource Quarry & Mining Operations  Combining /QM‐RCP 1 0.0% 122 0.4% 121.8
RI Rural  Industrial  Rural  Industrial  RI, RCP 4 0.1% 77 0.2% 19.2
Total 4,557 100.0% 31,816 100.0% 7.0
Taxlots Acres in Taxlots












Table 3-3. Residential development by decade, McKenzie Basin study 
area 
 




















1870‐1879 1 1 0.0% 2 2 0.01%
1880‐1889 3 4 0.1% 67% 360 362 2.51% 99%
1890‐1899 10 14 0.4% 70% 154 515 1.07% ‐134%
1900‐1909 33 47 1.3% 70% 250 766 1.74% 39%
1910‐1919 42 89 1.6% 21% 717 1,483 4.99% 65%
1920‐1929 84 173 3.2% 50% 523 2,006 3.64% ‐37%
1930‐1939 177 350 6.8% 53% 1,170 3,175 8.15% 55%
1940‐1949 332 682 12.8% 47% 1,559 4,734 10.86% 25%
1950‐1959 228 910 8.8% ‐46% 1,392 6,126 9.70% ‐12%
1960‐1969 432 1,342 16.6% 47% 1,569 7,695 10.92% 11%
1970‐1979 525 1,867 20.2% 18% 1,876 9,571 13.07% 16%
1980‐1989 199 2,066 7.7% ‐164% 1,209 10,780 8.42% ‐55%
1990‐1999 309 2,375 11.9% 36% 2,291 13,071 15.96% 47%
2000‐2009 225 2,600 8.7% ‐37% 1,287 14,358 8.96% ‐78%
Grand Total 2,600      100.0% 14,358 100%
AcresTaxlots
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Table 3-4. Address locations by type, McKenzie Basin study 
area 
 



























Focus Area Single Family Mobile Commercial N/A Total
Lower Mckenzie 1,497 306 51 215 2,069
Middle McKenzie 691 114 33 63 901
Upper McKenzie 343 105 35 461 944
Total 2,531 525 119 739 3,914
Percent of Total 65% 13% 3% 19% 100%
Address Type
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Table 3-5. Proximity of dwellings to access roads  
and the river, McKenzie Basin study area 
 





Table 3-6. Distance of address points to water,  
McKenzie Basin study area 
 









Focus Area Addresses Pts.
Between Road 
and River Percent
Camp Creek 666 42 6.3%
Walterville 973 104 10.7%
Leaburg 430 102 23.7%
Vida 551 172 31.2%
Marten Creek 164 80 48.8%
Nimrod 186 73 39.2%
Blue River 278 57 20.5%
Rainbow 312 132 42.3%
Mckenzie Bridge 354 113 31.9%


























Table 3-7. Proximity of address points to floodprone areas, 
McKenzie Basin study area 
 









2 Note that the presence of a dwelling in a flood zone is based on data in the geographic 
information system coverages. These coverages provide the best available approximation of 
the actual extent of flood zones and location of dwellings; however, some inaccuracies may 
exist. 
Focus Area Lower Middle Upper Total Percent
Floodplain (100 yr) 371 63 186 620 16%
Floodway 26 18 26 70 2%
1996 Flood 10 8 0 18 0%
Total Study Area 2,069 901 944 3,914 100%
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Chapter 4 
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varies from year to year (ranging from just over 200 permits to over 990 
permits) and tends to roughly follow economic cycles. 
Figure 4-1. Total permits issued in the McKenzie Basin study 
area, 1980-2008 
 






Table 4-1. Permits by type, McKenzie Basin  
study area, 1980-2008 
 






































































































Figure 4-2. Status of permits, McKenzie Basin study area,  
1980-2008 
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Table 4-2. Permit activity by taxlot,  
McKenzie Basin study area, 1980-2008 
 
Source: Lane County Land Management permit  
















































Table 4-3. Permits issued for residential dwellings, McKenzie Basin 
study area, 1999-2008 
 


















3 LC 16.253(2)(b)(i) states “The maximum allowable removal for any legal lot having 
frontage of 200 feet or less in length along a Class I stream shall not exceed 50 linear feet 
Type 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total
Accessory 27 65 66 61 57 39 39 58 51 59 522
EFU Dwelling 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 5
F‐2 Dwelling 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4
Manufactured 27 19 21 12 21 13 6 21 10 11 161
Manufactured in Park 5 3 1 4 1 3 4 1 4 4 30
Single‐family 100 125 198 110 79 128 92 84 95 70 1081
Total 159 214 286 188 159 183 143 166 160 145 1803
Year








Table 4-4. Standards for removal of vegetation within the riparian 
setback area, LC 16.253(2) 
 
Source: Lane County Code Section 16.253. 

















along the shoreline and an area not greater than 2,500 square feet within the riparian 
setback area of a Nonresource Zone, or 5,000 square feet within the riparian setback area 
of a Resource Zone.” CPW’s interpretation is that the code allows removal of more than 
25% of riparian vegetation for lots with frontages 200 feet or less. 
4 A modification differs from a variance because a modification limits the reduction of the 
standards in a particular section of code to prescribed amounts.  A variance allows 
reduction beyond the minimum allowed by the code.  For example, a riparian modification 
allows the riparian setback to be modified to a minimum of 25 feet.  Reducing the riparian 
setback to a greater degree requires a variance. 
River Frontage Allowable Shoreline Removale Nonresource zone Resource Zone
<200 ft 50 linear ft 2,500 sq ft 5,000 sq ft
200‐400 ft no more than 25% of linear footage 25% of the total square footage within setback area
> 400 ft 100 linear ft 5,000 sq ft 10,000 sq ft
Allowable removal within riparian setback area









Table 4-5. Riparian permit activity,  
McKenzie Basin study area, 1980-2008 
 
Source: Lane County Land Management permit data; 
analysis by CPW. 
 




































Table 4-6. Permit activity related to the floodplain ordinance, 
McKenzie Basin study area, 1980-2008 
 

















Floodway Permit 5 2 1 8
Flood Verification 298 164 102 564
Floodplain Review for Building Permit 141 67 75 283
Floodplain Field Verification 2 2
Floodplain Dwelling 35 11 19 65
Floodplain Manufactured Home 33 9 42
Floodplain Accessory Building 34 34
Floodplain Bridge 3 1 4
Floodplain Combination 6 6
Floodplain Fill 29 5 5 39
Floodplain Fill/Removal <3000 CU YDS 5 1 2 8
Floodplain Fill/Removal <500 CU YDS 17 2 1 20
Floodplain Floodproofing 7 7
Grand Total 613 254 215 1082
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Table 4-7. Permit activity in relation to floodways and floodplains, 
McKenzie Basin study area, 1980-2008 
 
Source: Lane County Land Management permit data; analysis by CPW. 
Note: DU = dwelling unit 
 















































1 468 17% 119 15% 177 20% 17 13% 103 21%
2 402 15% 105 13% 184 20% 23 17% 100 21%
3 317 12% 82 10% 135 15% 21 16% 67 14%
4 299 11% 91 12% 119 13% 20 15% 60 12%
5 221 8% 55 7% 81 9% 11 8% 39 8%
6‐10 670 25% 207 26% 74 8% 11 8% 40 8%
11‐15 217 8% 90 11% 91 10% 20 15% 47 10%
16‐20 59 2% 22 3% 23 3% 5 4% 15 3%
21‐25 30 1% 11 1% 9 1% 3 2% 5 1%
25‐49 22 1% 8 1% 7 1% 2 2% 3 1%
50+ 8 0% 0 0% 3 0% 0% 3 1%



























Table 4-8. Summary of septic systems,  
McKenzie Basin study area 
 
Source: Lane County Land Management permit data; analysis by CPW. 
*Based on address points 
 
                                                      
5 EWEB received grant funds from the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 
and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Safe Drinking Water Program to 
implement the McKenzie River Septic System Assistance Project. Project goals included: 
(1) Public education and outreach; (2) Water quality monitoring; (3) Free septic system 
inspections. EWEB provided participating homeowners with educational materials, as well 
as a copy of the septic system inspection report with an aerial photo showing the location of 
their septic system and drainfield. See http://www.eweb.org/septic for more information. 
Measure Value
Approx. Number of Septic Systems* 3200
Average Drainfield Size 2500 sq ft
Total Drainfield Coverage 183 acres
Systems Inventoried by EWEB 435
Systems within 100yr Floodplain 62
Systems within Floodway 14






Table 4-9. Summary of septic system permits, McKenzie Basin study 
area, 1980-2008 
 













Table 4-10. Code enforcement records  
by type, McKenzie Basin study area, 1980-2008 
 
Source: Lane County Land Management permit data; analysis by CPW. 
 
Permit Type Lower McKenzie Middle McKenzie Upper McKenzie Grand Total
Septic System Renewal 5 3 8 16
Septic Verification 111 33 20 164
Sewage Disposal Repair 172 123 93 388
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deferred compliance by adding requirement as a condition of 
approval.  


















































































































Consideration of adjacent land uses 
• Lane County Development Code only addresses septic systems on 
the tax lot level, which omits proximity of a landowner’s septic 
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6 The study area for this project consisted of the following lands in the McKenzie River 
Watershed: lands upriver from the Hayden Bridge intake that are outside of the Eugene-
Springfield Metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and are not zoned F-1 (Non-
Impacted Forest Lands Zone). 
0 225 450 675 900
Feet
Data Sources: 2005 air photos, tax lots, approximate river channel - LCOG







GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
2/23/2006 BP060256 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
2/23/2006 EL060245 Electrical Permit Temporary Services FINAL
2/23/2006 SP067054 Sanitation--Permit INSTALLATION FINAL
8/25/2006 EL061341 Electrical Permit Residential Service FINAL
9/19/2006 BP061500 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1625280003201




Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR2
Acreage: 1.48
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Narrative 
In 2006, the property owner requested permission to build a 
single family dwelling on a parcel zoned RR-2 with areas 
within the 100-year floodplain.  The proposed dwelling 
encroached 22 feet into the riparian setback area.  The permit 
was approved with the condition that the development 
maintain consistency with the site plan documentation, 
applicant obtains a facility permit, and applicant obtains 
approval from DSL for ground alterations below the high 
water mark or within associated wetlands.  No documentation 
of DSL review or approval was found in the file.  As the site 
plan to the right indicates, the property is subject to the 60’ 
road setback and the 50’ riparian setback.  A septic installation 
permit was also completed in 2006, which approved a 
bottomless sand filter septic system outside of the 50’ riparian 
setback. 
Implications 
The file CPW reviewed was incomplete and did not include a 
full staff report to explain the criteria and conditions for 
approval.  Additionally, CPW could not locate documentation 
of wetlands delineation or DSL approval for ground alteration 
below the high water mark.  The site plan shows the potential 
for the building to have been located closer to the road and 
further from the river, or outside of the riparian setback 
entirely, which demonstrates the priority given to the right-of-
way versus the riparian setback. 
0 175 350 525 700
Feet
Data Sources: 2005 air photos, tax lots, approximate river channel - LCOG







GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
1/19/1982 SI820005 EVAPPL History SITE INSPECTION APPROVED
4/18/1988 BP881003 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL FINAL
4/18/1988 PA881001 EVAPPL History FLOOD VERIFICATION COMP
4/18/1988 PA881002 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
2/17/1993 BP930466 EVAPPL History (blank) CANC
5/25/2005 BP050950 Bldg Permit--Residential ALTERATION/REMODEL FINAL
6/16/2005 PA055819 Administrative Approval FP REVIEW FOR BP COMPLETE
6/16/2005 ZZ050034 Preapplication Review (blank) COMPLETE
12/13/2005 BP052261 Bldg Permit--Residential ACCESSORY FINAL
12/13/2005 CA050467 Compliance- Enforcement EXPIRED PERMIT COMPLETE
12/13/2005 PA056761 Administrative Approval RIPARIAN DECLARATION COMPLETE
1/17/2006 PA065076 Director Approval RIPARIAN SETBACK MODIFY APPROVED
3/1/2006 BP060293 Bldg Permit--Residential ADDITION FINAL
11/8/2006 EL061805 Electrical Permit Service and Feeders FINAL
12/5/2007 EL071870 Electrical Permit Service and Feeders FINAL
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1625294100800




Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR1
Acreage: 0.30
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Narrative 
Development on this site began in 1988 when it was 
determined that the shallow lot size necessitated a 20’ 
encroachment into the floodway to uphold the applicant’s 
right to develop (the staff report noted that several other 
parcels within the McKenzie Palisades Subdivision had 
the same hardship needs).  There is no indication that the 
DEQ septic regulations regarding soil type and slope were 
used in siting the septic system, but the file includes 
mention of soil types on the property, including Peavine 
silty clay loam with 30-60% slopes on 2/3 of the property 
and Jimbo silt loam on 1/3 of the property, which would 
have required more space for the prescribed length of the 
absorption trench.  In 2006 the applicant requested 
permits to have an existing deck approved and a second 
story added to the dwelling.  It was noted that the 
maximum frontage of riparian vegetation removal was 
50’, although the applicant had removed 70’.  Approval 
was granted, provided the applicant did not remove 
vegetation in the setback area greater than 2500 square 
feet.  The staff report states that the new additions would 
not change the current footprint. 
Implications 
The dwelling was built in the floodway, and if a flood occurs contaminants could enter the river.  The septic system absorption 
trench is less than DEQ requirements and the depth is less than what is required for slope.  This scenario increases the likelihood of 
contamination from improperly processed waste.  Riparian frontage vegetation has been removed in excess of county standardsand 
the total built area within the riparian setback is 2,328’, which translates into a significant amount of impervious surface directly 
adjacent to the river. This allows run-off to go directly into the river without the mitigation of riparian filtration.  The small lot size of 
this parcel, as well as the adjacent parcels in this subdivision, intensifies the cumulative effects of these risks.  Thus, to preserve the 
development right the code must address the issue of non-conforming lot-sizes created by allowing hardship exceptions. 
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GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
8/23/2001 CA010054 Compliance NUISANCE COMPLETE
4/8/2003 PA035312 Administrative Approval FP VERIFICATION COMPLETE
1/14/2004 PA045022 Administrative Approval RIPARIAN DECLARATION COMPLETE
1/15/2004 SP047013 Sanitation--Permit REPAIR-MAJOR FINAL
3/11/2004 BP040347 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
3/11/2004 BP040348 Demolition Permit Residential Demolition FINAL
3/11/2004 SP047066 Sanitation--Permit REPAIR-MAJOR CANC
6/23/2004 PA045695 Administrative Approval FP REVIEW FOR BP COMPLETE
10/1/2004 BP041809 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm WOOD STOVE FINAL
3/4/2005 EL050384 Electrical Permit Residential Service FINAL
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1635323001001
Focus Area: Middle McKenzie
Subfocus Area: Marten Creek
¯
Study Site
Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR5
Acreage: 0.32
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Narrative 
Subject parcel is a 0.38-acre parcel in Vida.  The original structure 
was dilapidated and unstable.  In 2004, the owner and her agent 
requested permission to replace the existing structure with a new 
structure on the same footprint.  Upon review, however, it 
appears that the new structure was actually smaller than the 
existing footprint.  Along with the new structure, the owners 
installed a new septic system.  The original septic tank was only 
36’ from the river, but the new septic tank was pushed back to 50’ 
from the river.  The file is not complete and does not include any 
staff reports, but it appears that County regulations forced the 
relocation of the septic tank.  
 
Implications 
The case demonstrates Lane County Code working to prevent the 
expansion of the housing footprint.  It is not clear whether this 
was simply a result of the property owner’s site plan, or whether 
the code demanded the preservation of the footprint.  The case is 
interesting because it demonstrates the possibility of requiring 
septic tank replacements to conform to current code regulations. 
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GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
8/13/1981 BP811750 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR CANC
8/13/1981 BP811750 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR CANC
8/13/1981 BP811750 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR CANC
6/7/1983 BP830910 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR FINAL
6/7/1983 BP830910 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR FINAL
6/7/1983 BP830910 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR FINAL
4/10/1986 BP861076 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL FINAL
4/10/1986 PA861075 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
4/10/1986 PA861075 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
4/10/1986 PA861075 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
6/2/1987 BP871792 EVAPPL History WOODSTOVE FINAL
6/2/1987 BP871792 EVAPPL History WOODSTOVE FINAL
6/2/1987 BP871792 EVAPPL History WOODSTOVE FINAL
9/10/1991 BP912739 EVAPPL History (blank) FINAL
9/10/1991 BP912739 EVAPPL History (blank) FINAL
9/10/1991 BP912739 EVAPPL History (blank) FINAL
2/10/2006 PA065231 Administrative Approval RIPARIAN DECLARATION COMPLETE
6/19/2006 PA066093 Director Approval RIPARIAN SETBACK MODIFY APPROVED
2/6/2007 BP070190 Bldg Permit--Residential ADDITION FINAL
4/16/2007 BP070538 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
6/1/2007 EL070832 Electrical Permit Service and Feeders FINAL
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1645230001300
Focus Area: Upper McKenzie
Subfocus Area: Blue River
¯
Study Site
Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR2
Acreage: 1.51
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Narrative 
The initial dwelling was built in 1987.  The subsequent property owner 
requested a modification to the riparian setback area in order to extend the 
present home with a structure of 20’ by 47’.  The new structure would 
extend to within 18’ of the high water mark of the McKenzie River.  While 
conducting a Riparian Declaration in 2006, an engineer found that a 
portion of the existing house and the entire existing porch were within the 
riparian zone.  The Land Management Division informed the property 
owner that they would have to pay a fee for a riparian modification for the 
existing porch.  The Division also informed the property owners that the 
County could not authorize additional footage beyond the 63 feet already 
occupied by the existing house within the riparian setback.  The 
landowners would need to reduce the existing deck to the allowable 50’ 
for application approval.  The property owner responded that the original 
owner had built the deck at the time the house was built in 1987.  They 
claimed the deck was in poor condition when they purchased it in 1995 so 
they rebuilt much of it and added steps for safety.  The steps exceed the 
allowable 50’.  The property owner also declared there was no native 
vegetation at the time of purchase.  Photos in the file showed little to no 
vegetation remained next to the river. 
Implications 
Once the initial dwelling was approved, more additions and modifications 
were approved.  Additions were made to the dwelling without approval, 
and consequently the property owner was required to get land use 
approvals retroactively.  A key implication is that verification of original 
dwelling conditions and coverage could determine the legality of 
subsequent development on the parcel. 
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GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1655202200901




Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR5
Acreage: 0.25
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
6/21/2004 SP047241 Sanitation--Permit REPAIR-MAJOR FINAL
4/5/2005 EL050618 Electrical Permit Temporary Services FINAL
5/24/2005 BP050933 Bldg Permit--Residential ACCESSORY FINAL
8/9/2005 BP051470 Manufactured Home Manufactured Dwelling VOID
8/9/2005 PA056123 Administrative Approval FP REVIEW FOR BP COMPLETE
9/2/2005 EL051582 Electrical Permit Service and Feeders FINAL
9/7/2005 BP051648 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb EXPIRED
9/7/2005 BP051649 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb EXPIRED
10/12/2005 CA050419 Compliance- Enforcement RECREATIONAL VEHICLE RVC
5/3/2006 CA060197 Compliance- Enforcement LAND USE RVC
4/22/2008 CA080178 Compliance- Enforcement COMBINATION ISSUED
7/24/2008 BP081058 Bldg Permit--Residential ADDITION FINAL
8/12/2008 PA086139 Administrative Approval RIPARIAN DECLARATION COMPLETE
9/4/2008 ZZ080119 Preapplication Review (blank) INCOMP
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Narrative 
In April and May 2008, Lane County sent a request for 
voluntary correction to the applicant for failure to comply 
with development standards in Lane Code 11.010, Building 
Codes and Lane Code 11.015, Permits.  Applicant had 
apparently converted a garage and bonus room to a single 
family dwelling without obtaining approval from the 
County.  LMD requested the structure be restored to its 
approved condition, at which point the applicant could 
pursue the proper building permit process.  LMD also 
requested completion of a residential alteration permit to 
verify that the structure return to its previously approved 
condition prior to moving forward with proper building 
permit process.  The non-compliant structure is adjacent to 
the existing dwelling and bordering the 50’ riparian setback.  
Existing dwelling area has a substantially modified riparian 
setback area with boulder rock along the bank.  DSL sent a 
cease and desist order addressing the rock in March 2007.  
The existence of 2 single family dwellings on a parcel zoned 
RR-5 is incongruent with intent of the zoning code and the 
unapproved building activity initially bypassed the intent of 
the building and permitting codes.  
Implications 
The compliance process appears to have been carried out with the intent of the building and permitting codes, however, the process 
still allows for increased density within the RR-5 zone.  Even if the applicant returns the added structure to its previously approved 
condition, the property may be used for multiple dwelling units, which is inconsistent with the zoning of the parcel. Most important 
is the implication that unless non-compliance is verified by the County, violations may go unnoticed and unregulated.  This 
application raises concerns over erosion from lack of riparian vegetation, runoff and erosion potential from the new structure located 
on the parcel in an area adjacent to the riparian setback area, as well as density issues. 
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GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1701234000800




Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR5
Acreage: 2.30
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
7/19/1984 PA841988 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
8/2/1984 BP842143 EVAPPL History RES PLAN REVIEW FINAL
8/2/1984 PA842142 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
9/26/1984 BP842716 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL FINAL
2/11/1987 BP870465 EVAPPL History WOODSTOVE FINAL
1/29/1991 BP842034 EVAPPL History SEPTIC VERIFICATION FINAL
6/11/1991 PA921753 EVAPPL History FLOODPLAIN FILL COMP
5/11/1992 PA921545 EVAPPL History FLOOD VERIFICATION COMP
10/21/1992 BP923492 EVAPPL History (blank) FINAL
3/16/1993 BP930913 EVAPPL History (blank) FINAL
12/17/1996 PA934135 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT CANC
12/17/2004 BP042227 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm WOOD STOVE FINAL
4/29/2005 PA055550 Director Approval ROAD SETBACK VARIANCE APPROVED
9/23/2005 BP051778 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
10/4/2005 EL051807 Electrical Permit Branch Circuits FINAL
10/25/2005 CA050430 Compliance- Enforcement BUILDING RVC
6/6/2006 ZZ060033 Preapplication Review (blank) COMPLETE
6/27/2006 BP061017 Bldg Permit--Residential ACCESSORY FINAL
7/7/2006 PA066206 Administrative Approval FP REVIEW FOR BP COMPLETE
2/15/2007 EL070233 Electrical Permit Service and Feeders FINAL
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Narrative 
The landowner requested a variance to construct a larger 
garage on the parcel, which is located in the 100-year 
floodplain.  The original garage was built in 1973 on 
floodplain fill and met requirements at that time, 
however, the record contained conflicting accounts 
regarding the fill.  Expansions to the garage occurred 
without permission from Lane County.  The new garage 
would extend 40’ into the road setback area in order to 
avoid filling more of the floodplain area.  Filling in the 
floodplain further would have potentially decreased the 
McKenzie River’s conveyance capacity and may have 
had significant impact on surrounding properties.  The 
variance was approved as Lane County Transportation 
Planning found no fault with the site plan.  A condition 
of approval was that a geo-technical report was needed 
to ascertain that the land could support the expanded 
garage.  This report was not in the file.  The building 




Lane County accepted the applicant’s assurance that they would pursue compliance of the unpermitted development activity that 
had occurred on the property.  The granting of a road setback variance rather than a permit to encroach into the riparian setback 
indicates that the integrity of the riparian zone was a higher priority than the right of way requirements in this particular case.  
However, the approval for the road set back modification implies that the right of the land owner to expand development on their 
property supercedes the need to standardize building setbacks along Deerhorn Road.   
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Maplot: 1701240002900




Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR5
Acreage: 0.58
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
5/22/1990 BP901586 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR FINAL
4/5/2005 PA055433 Administrative Approval RIPARIAN DECLARATION COMPLETE
5/12/2005 PA055628 Administrative Approval FP VERIFICATION COMPLETE
6/9/2005 BP051055 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
10/11/2005 EL051846 Electrical Permit Residential Service FINAL
11/3/2005 BP052056 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm PELLET STOVE EXPIRED
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Narrative 
The applicant requested permission to build a single 
family dwelling, proposed as a two story house with a 
covered porch.  The parcel is 0.65 acres and zoned 
Rural Residential-5 (RR-5). The building permit was for 
a replacement dwelling for a mobile home.  The 
riparian declaration indicated that the building was 14 
and 15 feet from the ordinary high water mark at its 
corners.  The replacement dwelling will encroach into 
the riparian area and is located on a shelf of the 
McKenzie River bank which rises 8’ about the river.  A 
determination of legal lot status was not required 
because this will be a replacement dwelling.  A box was 
checked on the permit form indicating the parcel is in 
the floodplain, but an earlier notation wrote that it was 
outside of the flood hazard area.  A septic repair permit 
was also on file in this folder. 
 
Implications 
The shelf formation may create erosion and/or slope 
risks that were not addressed in the development 
review.  The 0.65 acre parcel in an RR-5 zone is 
inconsistent with the minimum lot size standard and 
may exacerbate water quality vulnerability due to 
development density. In this instance, the criteria for 
permit approval appears to have prioritized the 50’ 
road setback over the 50’ riparian setback.   
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Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1701270000701




Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR5
Acreage: 7.59
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
3/30/1995 PA980968 EVAPPL History FP DWELLING COMP
9/18/1995 PA973099 EVAPPL History FLOOD VERIFICATION COMP
5/2/1996 PA981396 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
6/4/1997 PA981563 EVAPPL History LEGAL LOT VERIFICATION COMP
6/22/1998 SI980100 EVAPPL History SITE INSPECTION APPROVED
9/17/1998 SP981827 Sanitation--Permit INSTALLATION FINAL
9/17/1998 BP981827 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
Data Sources: 2005 air photos - Oregon Imagery Explorer (OSU)
Tax lots and approximate river channel - LCOG
Floodway and Floodplain - FEMA DFIRM
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Narrative 
In 1997 and 1998 the landowners applied for floodplain verification, 
floodplain development, and riparian declaration permits.  A legal lot 
verification also was obtained.  The proposed dwelling is located within 
the floodway in a historic meander zone.  The property was flooded along 
the northern edge in 1996.  Wetlands occur on the property and there is a 
waterfall pool on the property that required a 200-foot setback for the 
septic tank.  When the owners applied for floodplain verification for a 
two-bedroom home in 1998, Lane County staff required a floodplain 
development permit.  The landowners elected to fill the site to bring the 
ground to elevation above the base flood elevation.  The site preparation 
also required re-grading an old river bank subject to erosion during 
periods of extreme high water.  The property owners also proposed to 
replant the area with native vegetation to decrease the potential of erosion.  
The proposal was approved with the conditions that the proposed 
construction be approved by the Planning, Sanitation and Building 
Programs.  The building is outside of the riparian setback, but a removal 
of 162-feet of linear riparian was requested and granted.  Only 100-feet is 
permissible for the 1,031-feet of frontage the property has on the 
McKenzie River. 
Implications 
The allowance of a dwelling within the floodway suggests that the code 
language requiring development occur so as to minimize flood damage 
can lead to significant permitting activity, manipulation of floodplain 
meander zones, and riparian vegetation removal.  Meanwhile, the subject 
property is still vulnerable to flooding, which is a health and safety risk.  
The discrepancy between the allowed riparian vegetation removal and the 
actual vegetation removed is also a concern. 
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Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
10/24/1990 PA903659 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
5/17/1991 PA911472 EVAPPL History FLOOD VERIFICATION COMP
5/17/1991 PA911473 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
9/19/1991 BP912887 EVAPPL History RES ACCESSORY FINAL
12/16/1992 BP924139 EVAPPL History MANUF DWEL FINAL
12/16/1992 PA924138 EVAPPL History FP MANUF. HOME COMP
3/8/1993 SI930070 EVAPPL History SITE INSPECTION APPROVED
12/26/2001 PA016386 Administrative Approval VERIFY REPLACEMENT RIGHT COMPLETE
12/26/2001 PA016387 Director Approval FP WET FLOODPROOFING APPROVED
12/26/2001 PA016388 Director Approval RIPARIAN SETBACK MODIFY APPROVED
6/5/2002 BP021048 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
6/27/2002 BP021181 Bldg Permit--Residential ACCESSORY FINAL
2/17/2004 BP040211 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
10/5/2006 CA060335 Compliance- Enforcement COMBINATION RVC
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1701300000502
Focus Area: Lower McKenzie






100 Year Flood Plain
One Hundred Foot Riparian Setback
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Narrative 
The parcel is located on an island in the tail race of EWEB’s 
Walterville hydroelectric facility.  In December 2001 a request 
was submitted for a replacement dwelling.  LMD required 
verification of a “lawfully established dwelling” prior to 
approval of the replacement dwelling. Precedent had been set 
by approval of a mobile home in 1990; a driveway, sand-filter 
septic system, a well,  and a bridge across the tail race, all 
approved in 1991.  The 1991 staff report stated the property was 
2.75-acres, while current lot size is 1.96-acres.  The applicant 
filed for a riparian setback modification and a variance to 
floodplain requirements along with a special use permit to build 
a replacement dwelling.  The proposed replacement dwelling 
site was in approximately the same location as the existing 
mobile home and outside the 100’ setback of the high water 
mark.  LMD found the applicant need only procure a special use 
permit to allow a replacement dwelling within a flood hazard 
area.  In 2002, LMD approved a floodplain variance for an 
accessory structure in the flood hazard area and a riparian 
setback modification for a deck, covered porch, and the 
accessory structure. 
Implications 
Each step in the development of this site required permits for 
development within the flood hazard area.  The special use 
permit for a dwelling in an F-2 zone for the original structure 
and the bridge, as well as the replacement dwelling permit 
process  required procurement of the floodplain special use 
permit.  In addition, the sanitation system was held to the 
minimal flood inundation or damage standard.  This case 
suggests that floodplain development regulations allowed for 
more intense land use following the initial approved 
development. 
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Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
6/13/1983 BP830952 EVAPPL History RES PLAN REVIEW CANC
4/30/1984 PA841149 EVAPPL History HO SPECIAL USE COMP
4/30/1984 PA841150 EVAPPL History HO SPECIAL USE COMP
12/5/1984 BP843303 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL FINAL
10/16/1991 PA953162 EVAPPL History FLOODPLAIN FILL COMP
3/26/1993 PA961054 EVAPPL History FLOODPLAIN FILL COMP
4/11/1996 PA841148 EVAPPL History HO SPECIAL USE COMP
4/13/1998 PA841147 EVAPPL History RIPARIAN MODIFICATION COMP
9/6/2000 BP001559 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1701300002201







100 Year Flood Plain
One Hundred Foot Riparian Setback
Data Sources: 2005 air photos - Oregon Imagery Explorer (OSU)
Tax lots and approximate river channel - LCOG
Floodway and Floodplain - FEMA DFIRM
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Narrative 
The subject parcel is 13.5-acres is a wooded site that is designated 
Agricultural Land in the Rural Comprehensive Plan, zoned E-30, 
Exclusive Farm Use Zone, 30-acre minimum lot size.  The property is 
located within the floodway, adjacent to the McKenzie River.  
Applicants submitted a request for special use to allow a dwelling not 
provided in conjunction with a farm use within an E-30 zone, 
pursuant to LC 16.212(4)(j).  An application for special use was subject 
to satisfactory resolution of flood hazard related items, according to 
the staff report from June 7, 1984.  The report includes approval 
criteria and analysis of each criterion for special use, non-conforming 
use, and flood hazard development.  Staff found applicants failed to 
satisfy non-conforming use criteria with regards to construction of a 
driveway below the base flood level, as well as the criteria for 
construction of a dwelling in a flood hazard.  Staff report 
recommended denial of the combined permit application.  
 
Implications 
Ultimately, the decision carried out the intent of the flood ordinance 
by prohibiting any development that would increase flood levels.  
The flood ordinance in its current state does not define criteria related 
to water quality and public health standards. 








GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1701300002301
Focus Area: Lower McKenzie
Subfocus Area: Camp Creek
¯
Study Site
Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: ML
Acreage: 14.83
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
9/7/2001 SI019234 Sanitation--Site Inspect RESIDENTIAL APPROVED
12/3/2001 SP017408 Sanitation--Permit INSTALLATION FINAL
2/4/2002 BP020193 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
2/22/2002 PA025283 Administrative Approval FP REVIEW FOR BP COMPLETE
6/2/2004 PA045548 Administrative Approval LAND USE COMPATIBILITY COMPLETE
6/21/2004 PA045618 Director Approval FLOODWAY PERMIT APPROVED
10/22/2004 PA046202 Director Approval RIPARIAN DEV. PLAN DENIED
10/22/2004 PA046203 Administrative Approval FP FILL/REMOVAL <500 CU YDS CANCEL
5/21/2007 PA075730 Administrative Approval EXTENSION OF APPROVAL COMPLETE
6/6/2008 PA085677 Administrative Approval EXTENSION OF APPROVAL COMPLETE
Data Sources: 2005 air photos - Oregon Imagery Explorer (OSU)
Tax lots and approximate river channel - LCOG
Floodway and Floodplain - FEMA DFIRM
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Narrative 
The subject parcel is 18.75 acres and located near Camp Creek Road, between 
Springfield and Walterville.  In 2000, the previous property owner applied for 
a Floodplain Development permit.  As a part of the application process, the 
property owner met with staff from the Oregon Department of Fish and 
Wildlife. The outcome of the meeting was that the property owner revised his 
Floodplain Development permit application to move the location of the 
proposed development.  The property was then sold and the new owner 
applied for and received the floodplain development permit for a house and 
shop in the regulatory floodway in 2003 (a different location than the previous 
owner had applied for).  The building permit was approved in 2002, but CPW 
not locate the permit.  The development plan met the flood hazard reduction 
requirements and an engineer certified that it would not increase the flood 
levels.  In June 2005, the current owner applied to dig a 500-foot trench for 
bank stabilization to prevent against future changes in the river course.  His 
application was denied because the 500-foot trench would exceed the riparian 
frontage he was allowed to alter and because his application was incomplete.  
In July 2005, the current owner received approval from DSL and Lane County 
to put 900 cubic yards of fill along 500 feet of shoreline to mitigate erosion.   
Implications 
County approval of the floodplain development permit led to emergency 
bank protection measures that would have likely been unnecessary otherwise.  
The case suggests that Lane County Code allows development that may 
require additional measures that affect the function of the river and its 
floodplain, such as bank stablization, to protect property.  In addition, the case 
demonstrates the limited role of ODFW in the permit review and approval 
process.  While ODFW was successful in working with the previous owner to 
locate the building site away from the river, the current owner reversed 
course and built within the floodway. 








GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Data Sources: 2005 air photos - Oregon Imagery Explorer (OSU)
Tax lots and approximate river channel - LCOG
Floodway and Floodplain - FEMA DFIRM
Land Use Decision Analysis
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Focus Area: Lower McKenzie




One Hundred Foot Riparian Setback
Study Site
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
4/13/1988 SI880063 EVAPPL History SITE INSPECTION APPROVED
6/13/1988 PA881692 EVAPPL History SPECIAL USE PERMIT COMP
6/13/1988 PA881693 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
1/24/1989 BP890168 EVAPPL History RES ACCESSORY FINAL
1/24/1989 BP890169 EVAPPL History MANUF DWEL FINAL
1/24/1989 PA890167 EVAPPL History FP MANUF. HOME COMP
2/28/1989 PA890496 EVAPPL History WET FLOODPROOFING COMP
8/11/2000 PA006097 Administrative Approval VERIFY REPLACEMENT RIGHT COMPLETE
6/25/2002 BP021173 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
7/22/2002 PA025792 Administrative Approval FP FILL/REMOVAL <500 CU YDS COMPLETE
4/24/2003 BP030668 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
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Narrative 
The subject parcel is a 1.75 acre site that is designated 
Agricultural Land in the Rural Comprehensive Plan, and is 
zoned E-30, Exclusive Farm Use Zone.  The property is 
located within the floodway, adjacent to the EWEB 
Walterville Canal.  The applicant submitted a request to 
replace a 1979 mobile home with a stick built home.  The 
permit was approved providing that the footprint of the 
development remained the same.  A riparian modification 
was concurrently granted, allowing the structure to be within 
40 feet of the ordinary high water line.  Conditions of 
approval included obtaining a floodplain special use permit, 
and a fill permit for 156 cubic yards of fill to raise the 
structure above the base flood elevation.  The original 
building permit, approved in 1989 for the previous owner, 
allowed riparian encroachment and a flood zone variance on 
a small lot, but also allowed a septic system installation that 
had a drainage field shorter and shallower than that required 
by OAR 340-071-0220.   
Implications 
Approval was primarily based on the fact that a building 
permit had been granted previously.  It was noted in the staff 
report that the adjacent properties were of similar size.  
Implications of the permit decisions include increased risk of 
flooding, and water contamination due to riparian 
encroachment and the septic system. 
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Parcel Number Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
1715174001700 7/23/1982 BP821259 EVAPPL History WOODSTOVE FINAL
1715174001800 3/8/1994 BP940752 EVAPPL History FIREPLACE STOVE INSERT FINAL
11/29/2006 BP061938 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm PELLET STOVE FINAL
1715174001900 7/15/1981 BP811542 EVAPPL History (blank) FINAL
4/20/1987 BP871315 EVAPPL History SEWAGE DISP REPAIR FINAL
2/6/1992 PA930372 EVAPPL History FLOOD VERIFICATION COMP
9/15/1998 BP982563 Bldg Permit--Residential ACCESSORY FINAL
1715174002000 10/27/1988 BP883177 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL FINAL
10/27/1988 PA883176 EVAPPL History FLOOD VERIFICATION COMP
6/13/1989 PA891561 EVAPPL History (blank) CANC
7/1/2004 BP041227 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
7/1/2004 EL040868 Electrical Permit Residential Service FINAL
7/6/2004 EL040888 Electrical Permit Branch Circuits FINAL
1715174002100 2/13/1996 BP960516 EVAPPL History FIREPLACE STOVE INSERT FINAL
4/17/2001 BP010621 Bldg Permit--Residential ADDITION FINAL
6/11/2001 PA015740 Administrative Approval FP REVIEW FOR BP COMPLETE
5/16/2003 BP030808 Bldg Permit--Residential ALTERATION/REMODEL FINAL
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1715174001700-2100
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Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
11/20/1991 SI910330 EVAPPL History SITE INSPECTION APPROVED
2/3/1992 PA920321 EVAPPL History FP DWELLING COMP
2/3/1992 PA920322 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
7/20/1992 BP922361 EVAPPL History FOUNDATION-RES CANC
7/20/1992 BP922362 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL CANC
12/9/1993 PA934454 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
4/13/1994 BP941146 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL FINAL
11/7/1994 BP943738 EVAPPL History FIREPLACE STOVE INSERT FINAL
9/18/2001 BP011612 Woodstove/Insert Permit ZERO CLEARANCE FIREPL. FINAL
4/21/2003 PA035392 Director Approval RIPARIAN SETBACK MODIFY APPROVED
8/4/2003 PA035829 Administrative Approval FP FILL/REMOVAL <500 CU YDS COMPLETE
10/28/2005 CA050437 Compliance- Enforcement LAND USE RVC
5/9/2006 PA065796 Director Approval RIPARIAN ENHANCE PLAN APPROVED
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1715191000106
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Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR2
Acreage: 1.14
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Narrative 
 In 1992, the applicant requested a special use permit to 
construct a single-family residence within the 100 year 
floodplain and riparian setback.  The land was previously 
vacant.  DSL did not require a permit for the development 
and the application was approved with conditions in March 
1992 and finalized in April of 1992.  In 1993, new owners 
requested an extension to the implementation timelines of a 
Class I Stream Riparian Setback Area Restoration Plan to 
restore indigenous vegetation within the riparian setback 
area, which was removed or altered by previous owners.  
The single family dwelling was built in 1994.  In 2003, the 
property owner requested a Riparian Setback Modification 
and a Floodplain Development Permit to place a revetment 
for the purpose of erosion control within 50 feet of the 
ordinary high water mark.  The revetment resulted in about 
10 cubic yards of fill.  ODFW did not comment on the fill 
application.  The staff report claims that placement of the 
erosion control measures were necessary to maintain the 
stability of the riverbank and the viability of previous 
restoration efforts on the property.  The staff report states 
that the revetment is not considered an encroachment on 
the flood hazard area because it is at the edge of the flood 
hazard area and because it has been subject to erosion. The 
application was approved with conditions in August 2003. 
Implications 
The floodplain development standards allowed this development within the floodplain and the riparian setback.  As evidenced by 
the riparian setback area restoration plan, the original owners violated the initial conditions of approval and altered the riparian area 
too much.  The case is suggestive of potential long-term impacts of allowing the initial floodplain development permit.  Lane County 
Code has extremely limited approval conditions, suggesting that a stronger floodplain development ordinance could prevent or 
mitigate developments similar to those described in this case. 
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Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
9/30/1985 PA852725 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
10/16/1986 SI860150 EVAPPL History SITE INSPECTION APPROVED
11/17/1986 PA863705 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
10/16/1991 PA923160 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
11/7/1991 PA913403 EVAPPL History (blank) COMP
8/5/1993 BP932789 EVAPPL History RES SINGLE FAM DWEL FINAL
8/11/1994 BP942660 EVAPPL History WOODSTOVE EXPIRED
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1715191001300
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Narrative 
The subject site is a 0.60-acre parcel, zoned RR-2, and bordered by Deerhorn 
Road to the east and the McKenzie River to the west.  The site is within the 
100-year flood hazard zone.  In 1986, the applicant gained approval for a 
variance for a dwelling and septic system located 20’ from the river.  ODFW 
stated a 30’ encroachment was “objectionably extreme,” but the permit was 
approved to avoid imposed hardship.  In 1993, applicant submitted request 
for a variance to allow construction of a dwelling, attached garage, and septic 
system.  The variance would result in a 16’ riparian setback and a 10’ right-of-
way setback.  Applicant was required to obtain a floodplain special use 
permit and produce a vegetation management plan to gain approval.  EWEB 
had no objection to the proposal.  ODFW, which opposed property 
development in 1985 and 1986, wrote that development of the site was not in 
the public interest of riparian vegetation protection and opposed 
development in 1992.  LMD expressed concern that enforcing the riparian 
setback would result in a “taking” led to the application’s approval.  The 
variance was granted due to the narrow shape of the lot and the hardship 
created by setback requirements. 
Implications 
The variance criteria, found in Chapter 16.256, are designed to reduce the 
impact of retroactive setback requirements.  The lot was created in 1966, well 
before the 50’ riparian setback requirement.  The staff report states that the 
variance is not the result of a self-created hardship, but because of the 
configuration of the parcel, suggesting that the code is not able to enforce 
setback requirements on a parcel of an inconvenient shape, size, or 
topography.  Additionally, planning staff recommended placement of the 
sanitation system outside the 10’ road setback and closer to the river, which 
suggests the right-of-way setback takes precedent over the riparian setback in 
this instance.  Lastly, it was noted that the bank along the west edge of the lot 
has eroded to make the lot smaller than when it was originally platted.  
Continued erosion could threaten the new development, which poses a risk to 
water quality and public safety. 
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Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
3/12/1990 BP900701 EVAPPL History (blank) CANC
3/15/1990 PA900760 EVAPPL History FLOOD VERIFICATION COMP
5/18/1999 PA995663 Administrative Approval LAND USE COMPATIBILITY COMPLETE
7/23/1999 PA996019 Director Approval RIPARIAN SETBACK MODIFY DENIED
8/11/1999 PA996114 Administrative Approval FP FILL/REMOVAL <500 CU YDS COMPLETE
9/16/1999 BP991801 Bldg Permit--Residential ADDITION EXPIRED
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1725060000200
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Narrative 
The applicant wanted to install erosion control devices along the bank of the 
property.  The proposed method was a “Reno Mattress” and gabion cages, 
along with rip rap to be placed completely across the 250’ frontage of the lot.  
This measure was in response to an eroding bank that had already caused 
damage to a pump house and the deck coming off of the house.  Erosion 
control measures would impact riparian vegetation requiring applicant to 
obtain a riparian modification permit. Applicant provided inaccurate data 
regarding extent of riparian vegetation, and then failed to respond to Lane 




Applicant’s failure to provide accurate description of riparian vegetation in the 
setback area led to the denial of the permit. However, had the applicant 
addressed the County’s concerns, which the County made clear in 
correspondence and messages left for the applicant in an effort to illuminate 
the conditions by which the erosion control could be permitted, the riparian 
modification would have been granted. There is some mention of DSL 
comments on the case, but as the applicant abandoned the effort to gain 
permission, DSL never had to comment. 
0 175 350 525 700
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Data Sources: 2005 air photos, tax lots, approximate river channel - LCOG







GIS/Cartography: Community Planning Workshop, University of Oregon. 2009.
Entered Date Permit Number Permit Type Description Status
2/26/2004 PA045172 Director Approval RIPARIAN SETBACK MODIFY APPROVED
6/26/2006 BP061008 Bldg Permit--Residential SINGLE FAM FINAL
6/26/2006 SP067251 Sanitation--Permit INSTALLATION FINAL
7/6/2006 PA066202 Administrative Approval FP DWELLING COMPLETE
7/2/2007 EL071024 Electrical Permit Temporary Services EXPIRED
8/30/2007 EL071379 Electrical Permit Residential Service FINAL
9/3/2008 BP081228 Mechanical/Plumbing Perm Residential Mech/Plumb FINAL
Land Use Decision Analysis
Maplot: 1735021001501




Fifty Foot Riparian Setback
Floodway
100 Year Flood Plain
Zoning: RR5
Acreage: 0.20
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Narrative 
The applicant requested riparian modification approval on land 
zoned RR-2.   The application was for a two story single family 
dwelling and septic system on the 0.31-acre property.  The parcel 
is 81.5’ deep with the right of way setback at 70’ and the riparian 
setback at 50’.  The applicant contended that previous 
development occurred on the lot and thus has a legal right to 
construct new development on the same site as the previous 
structure; however a neighbor questioned whether there was 
ever previous development.  ODFW did not comment on the 
pending application.  In addition, a neighbor commented that the 
proposed well was located close to a septic system on his own 
property.  There is no evidence that the county addressed this 
comment.  The county approved the construction of a single 
family dwelling 25 feet from the high water of the McKenzie 
River and within the 50’ riparian setback requirement.   The 
application was approved in July 2005. 
 
Implications 
Lane County approval of the development within the floodplain 
allowed substantial modification of the riparian zone.  In 
particular, the case reveals that the riparian setback is not 
privileged over the right-of-way setback.  Additionally, the case 
demonstrates that septic placement is only considered on the lot 
level and not in relation to adjoining lots, creating potential 
vulnerabilities. 
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COMP_TYPE  SUB_TYPE  DESCRIPTION 
PRE_APPL  RADD  ADDITION 
PRE_APPL  RAL  ALTERATION/REMODEL 
PRE_APPL  RSFD  SINGLE FAM 
PRE_APPL  TANK  RESIDENTIAL FUEL TANK 
ROW  DRIVEWAY  DRIVEWAY APPROACH 
ROW  MISC  MISCELLANEOUS 
ROW  UTILITY  UTILITY 
SAN_ARPT  HTNK  HOLDING TANK RENEWAL 
SAN_ARPT  OAS  ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS RENEWAL 
SAN_INSP  COM  COMMERCIAL 
SAN_INSP  RES  RESIDENTIAL 
SAN_PERM  ALT_INSP  ALT SYSTEM INSPECTION 
SAN_PERM  ALT_MIN  ALTER/RELOC MINOR 
SAN_PERM  ALT_MJR  ALT/REL MAJOR 
SAN_PERM  AUTH  AUTH NO SITE VISIT 
SAN_PERM  AUTHSITE  AUTH W/SITE VISIT 
SAN_PERM  EVALRPT  EXIST SYS EVAL RPT 
SAN_PERM  INSTALL  INSTALLATION 
SAN_PERM  OTHER  OTHER 
SAN_PERM  REFERRAL  REFERRAL 
SAN_PERM  RENEWAL  RENEWAL 
SAN_PERM  REPRMJR  REPAIR‐MAJOR 
SAN_PERM  REPRMNR  REPAIR‐MINOR 
SUR_PART  DEDROAD  DEDICATED ROAD 
SUR_PART  NOROAD  NO DEDICATED RD 
SUR_SUB  CONDO  CONDOMINIUM 
SUR_SUB  PLAT  SUBDIVISION PLAT 
SUR_SUB  POST  POST MONUMENTED 
TEST  CIFN  FOUNDATION‐COM 
TEST  CIRF  REROOF‐COM 
TEST  RAFN  FOUNDATION‐RES 
TEST  RAFR  REROOF‐RES 
TEST  SIGN  SIGN 
 
